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Let A and B be n-square Hermitian matrices, let S be an n-square non- 
singular matrix, and let B = SAS*, where * denotes the complex conjugate 
transpose of S. Let a:1 > a.* > pi, and p1 > **a 3 p, be the eigenvalues of A 
and B, respectively, and let sr > ... > s, denote the singular values of S. 
Sylvester’s law of inertia asserts that if oli is positive (or zero, or negative) 
then fli is also positive (or zero, or negative, respectively). This statement was 
given a quantative formulation by Ostrowski [4], who showed that 
sn2ffi < /Ii < s12ai , if OIi > 0, (1) 
s12ai < pi < sn2cii , if OIi < 0. (2) 
There appear to be no known quantative estimates other than (1) and (2) 
which compare the positive eigenvalues of B with the positive eigenvalues 
of A or which compare the negative eigenvalues of B with the negative 
eigenvalues of A. It is the purpose of this paper to show how many generaliza- 
tion of (1) comparing sums or products of the positive eigenvalues of A with 
sums or products of the positive eigenvalues of B may be obtained by drawing 
upon the techniques and results recently developed in [6-81. By applying 
these generalizations of (1) to --B = S(-A) S* we obtain similar general- 
izations of (2). 
Our main result is the general principle enunciated in Theorem 1. First 
we introduce notation. Then, after giving Theorem 1 and its proof, we shall 
give a few of the numerous consequences of Theorem 1. At the end of the 
paper we give independent proofs of the simplest and most interesting of 
these consequences. 
Notation. Given p-square matrices L, M, N, we let A1 > 0.. > h, , 
p1 3 ... > 119, Vl 3 .‘. > vu be their respective singular values. We let 
* The preparation of this paper was supported in part by the Office of Scientific 
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rr denote the number of positive eigenvalues of A (or of B) when Hermitian 
matrices A, B satisfying B = SAS* are conjunctive. Let f(xI ,..., x,) denote 
a symmetric real-valued function of r nonnegative variables, nondecreasing 
in each variable. 
THEOREM 1. Let il ,..., i, , j, ,..., iT , k, ,..., k, be integers satisjying 
1 < ;r < .*. < & <p, l<j,< *a* <j, Gp, 
(3) 
I <k,< 1.. < k, < p. 
Then we have 
(i) Suppose the inequality 
is valid for the singular values ojp x p matrices L, M, N whenever L = MN. 
Then the inequality 
f (/Ll I***> A,) < f (%$; ,**a, %& (5) 
holds for the positive eigenvalues 0~~ , /3, of A, B, and the singular values sp of S, 
when B = SAS* with S nonsingular, provided that rr > p. 
(ii) Suppose the inequality 
is valid for the singular values of p x p matrices L, M, N, whenever L = MN. 
Thus the inequality 
is valid for the positive etgenvalues up , p, of A, B and the singular values s, 
of S, when B = SAS with S nonsingular, provided that rr > p. 
Proof. (i) We induct on n. First let n = p. Then VT = p and so A, B 
are positive definite. The inequality (4) holds for the singular values of L, M, 
N when L = MN, and so also for the eigenvalues A,“, tuna, vD2 of any product 
(MM*) (NN*) of positive definite matrices MM* and NN*. Now the eigen- 
values of B are those of the product A(S*S) of positive definite matrices A 
and S*S. Consequently, by the last sentence and the hypothesis of the theo- 
rem we obtain (5) from (4). 
Now let n > p and suppose that (5) holds for all (n - I)-square matrices 
B,, = SIIA,,S& for which A,, has at least p positive eigenvalues. Let 
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A, B, S be n x n with B = SAS* and A having at least p positive eigen- 
values. Let U, V be unitary matrices and set 
B, = UBU* = [;i ;=] , A, = VAV* = [;::, ;:I] , 
s, = usv* = [?: p]. 
We are going to choose U, V such that S,, = 0 and such that & ,..., /In-r 
are the eigenvalues of B,, . For this we only need take U to be a unitary 
matrix diagonalizing B, and we take V to be a unitary matrix whose first 
n - 1 rows are an orthonormal basis for the space spanned by the first n - 1 
rows of US. Then S,, = 0, and hence B,, = S,lA,,S~l . Furthermore, S,, 
is nonsingular (since S, is block triangular) and S,,S,“, is the leading principal 
submatrix of S,S,*. Thus the singular values fI > .** 3 &+r of S,, interlace 
the singular values of S. Also the eigenvalues Ei, > *a* 3 Z+, of A,, interlace 
the eigenvalues of A. The matrix B,, has at least p positive eigenvalues, and so 
we have 
the last step following by the interlacing properties of the eigenvalues and 
singular values, and the nondecreasing nature off. 
(ii) This proof is similar, except now we take A,, to have eigenvalues 
011 > **- > c~,-r (this dictates the choice of V) and we choose U such that the 
first n - 1 rows of U are orthogonal to the last row of (ST/*)*. 
THEOREM 2. Let integers i, ,..., i,. , j, ,..., j,. satisfy 
1 < i, < a** < ir , 1 <j, < *a. <jr, i,+j,-r<r. 
For m < r let E,,,(x, ,..., x,) denote the elementary symmetric function of degree 
m on r variables. Then if B = SAS* has rr positive eigenvalues, we have 
MBil+~l-~ >..-, A,++v) < &<~il$~ ,..., q;,> (7) 
for m < r < 3r. 
Proof. The inequality XI2 *.* X,a < p12 *** ~~~~~~ ... v,“, 1 < p < Y, holds 
for the singular values of r x Y  matricesL = MN. The function E,JeQ,..., eQ) 
is Schur convex and increasing and this is known [2] to imply that 
J%&~,..., h2) < -%(,+~2,..., pT2vr2), (8) 
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The validity of (8) f or r x r matrices together with the proof of Theorem 1 
of [7] shows that 
hn(~~~+,l-l ,*-*, Xfr+jr-r) < J%&~& ,..., ,+:J (9) 
holds for the singular values of p x p matrices L = MN when 
& + j,. - T < p. By Theorem 1 we now obtain (7) from (9). 
COROLLARY 1. If B = SAS*, then the eigenvalues /3,, 0~~ of B and A and 
the singular values s, of S satisfy 
(11) 
THEOREM 3. Let 
1 <il<***<ir<p, 1 <jI < **a <jr <p, 
il + jl >p - Y + 1. 
Then the eigenvalues /3, , CY,, of B, A and the singular values s, of S satisfy 
provided rr > p. Here A, B, S are n-square and B = SAS*. 
Proof. Let L = MN be a product of r x r definite Hermitian matrices, 
with eigenvalues h, > *** > h, , p1 > .*. > p7, v1 >, *** 3 v~. Assume 
M = (mu) and N diagonal. Then 
Al + --- + A, = TrL = mll~l + *** + mlrv,. 
- v,(mll + --- + 4 + h-l - 4 (ml1 + a-- + mr-l,r-l) 
+ *** + (9 - 4 ml1 
3 1’&1 + *-- + PJ + h-1 - 4 (P2 + -** + 4 
+ -** + (Vl -“JP, 
= VlP, + --- + V7Pl * 
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Here we have used Ky Fan’s theorem [l] to the effect that a sum of k diagonal 
elements of a Hermitian matrix is bounded between by the sum of its K 
lowest eigenvalues and the sum of its K highest eigenvalues. Thus 
Al + *-- + A, b p1vr + **- + PPl 
is true for the eigenvalues of a product of positive definite matrices, and so 
Al2 + *** + x,2 > /L&.2 + **- + p72v12 
holds also for the singular values of any product L = MN of r x r not 
necessarily Hermitian matrices. By combining the proofs of Theorem 1 of [6] 
and Theorem 3 of [8], it follows that 
(14) 
is valid for the singular values of a product L = MN of p x p matrices. By 
Theorem 1, from (14) we get (12). 
It is also known [6] that the inequality 
is valid for the singular values of a matrix product L = MN. By Theorem 1 
this implies (13). 
COROLLARY 2. If 1 < il < **- < i, < T, th 
Proof. Put j, = p - r + p for p = l,..., r, p = rr. 
The inequalities (IO), (ll), (15), (16) g ive satisfactorily simple generaliza- 
tions of (1). Because of this relative simplicity, we now give short direct 
proofs of (lo), (1 l), (15), (16) that do not depend on results from any of [6-81. 
We induct on n and begin with n = r. Then i, = p. Passing to 
UBU* = USV(VAV*) (WY)* 
we may assume S = diag(s, ,..., So), A = (Q). Then, using Ky Fan’s 
extremal principle, and expressing ~ra~r + *** + ~,a,., as a collapsing sum, 
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we quickly get S~LY, + *a* + s,o1r < /I1 + *** + /3r < sloll + *** + s,cy, . This 
establishes (10) and (15) when n = r; (11) and (16) for n = r simply amount 
to det B = det SS* det A. 
We now induct on n, and suppose we have established our results for 
(n - 1)-square matrices. Let e, ,..., e, be orthonormal row eigenvectors of A 
belonging to 01~ ,..., OL,, respectively, and let fi ,..., fn be orthonormal row 
eigenvectors of B belonging to /3, ,..., &, , respectively. Define u by i, = p 
for p < u, 24 = r or iU+l >u+l.LetI,=p=i,forp<u,andl,=i,--1 
for p > u. Let U be a unitary matrix whose first n - 1 rows are an ortho- 
normal basis for a space Y containing fi ,..., fu , eU+aS-I,..., e,S-1 and let V 
be a unitary matrix whose first n - 1 rows are an orthonormal basis for YS. 
Let B, = UBU*, A, = VAV*, S, = USV. Partition 
We claim that /3r ,..., & are the highest u eigenvalues of B,, . For scalars 
CD1 ,‘..> c,,,-1 exist (p < u) such that f, = (cpl ,..., c~,~...~, 0) U. Let 
c&l = &I1 9*.*> cp,,-1 ), The c, are orthonormal since the f, are orthonormal, and 
we have c,(Bll, B,,) = foU*B1 = f,BU* = ,E,f,U* = j3Jcp, 0). Thus& ,..., flu 
are eigenvalues of B,, belonging to orthonormal eigenvectors and so carry 
distinct subscripts in the enumeration PI > *.a > /?+, of the eigenvalues of 
Thus /!?O > /3, for p < u, and by the interlacing inequalities we also 
AL%, f orp<n-l.Thusj?,,=/3,forp<u,and/?,>~,,>~,+,for 
u < p < n - 1. Next note that SPS contains the vectors eU+a ,,.., e, which 
are thus in the span of the first n - 1 rows of V, so that by a similar argument 
the eigenvalues Zi, > *** > Ei, of A,, satisfy 01~ 2 gi, > OI@+~ for p < u and 
Ei, = OI~+~ for p > u. Furthermore, the first n - 1 rows of US span YS and 
so lie in the span of the first n - 1 rows of V, and hence are orthogonal to the 
last row of V. Thus S,, = 0. Consequently, S,,S,“, is a principal submatrix 
of S,S,* and so the singular values S, >, ... > s,_, of S,, interlace sr ,..., s, . 
Now if u < r we have ZIr 
& = ,% = /3y = ,8i, > 0. 
= a,,+ 3 ai, > 0, and if u = r we have 
Th us we may apply our induction hypothesis 
to B,, = Sl,A,lS;hl to get 
and from this and the facts established in the sentences above we obtain 
(10) and (11). The proofs of (15) and (16) are similar except that now we take 
Y to be an n - 1 dimensional space containing e, ,..., e, , fuf2S-l,..., fnS-1. 
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